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Pear Logic Named ToThe Top 5 Web Designers In The Industry By
bestwebdesignagencies.com For May

The independent authority on web designing companies, bestwebdesignagencies.com, has
announced the best web designers for May 2010. Pear Logic was selected as the #4 web
designer in the industry based upon extensive analysis.

Plymouth, IN (PRWEB) May 28, 2010 -- The best web designers in the industry have been announced by
bestwebdesignagencies.com, the independent authority on the best web designing companies, for May 2010.
Every applicant seeking to be ranked to analyzed by an independent research team in order to ensure they are
truly among the best.

Pear Logic was ranked as a top 5 web designer based upon an internally developed set of evaluation criteria
used by the research team. The company's understanding of design concepts and high client satisfaction rating
has earned Pear Logic this outstanding recognition.

"At Pear Logic, we use top notch talent to produce quality web designs for our clients. The very foundation of
our business model is setup to ensure that our clients get an agency level product at highly competitive rates,"
said Brian Tsai, Managing Partner of Pear Logic, LLC (http://www.pearlogic.com). He added, "We are
constantly looking to add new technologies to our services that have high value for our clients. Right now we
are working on developing mobile applications and text messaging solutions to provide them with a total digital
presence."

Their focus is to make web design 'simple, not simpler.' Pear Logic approaches projects this way through
Google's example. The leading search engine is one of the most complex websites on the internet, and yet it is
one of the simplest to use. Pear Logic's goal is to make complex design and development strategies simple for
customers. They believe that simplicity and usability are the keys to gaining a following on the internet and
because of this every project must be built unique to the needs of the client. In order to best do this, Pear Logic
takes on the challenge of understanding every client's business to make sure the development solution meets the
business goals of the client.

The hard work that goes on behind the scenes and their clients' satisfaction that has been derived out of the
company's efforts has earned Pear Logic the #4 web designer ranking for May 2010. The firm has an eye
constantly on the future of where web design is going, and that will help Pear Logic to remain among the best
web designing companies in the industry.

bestwebdesignagencies.com (http://www.bestwebdesignagencies.com), the independent authority on the best
web designing companies, was established in 2009 in order to find the best web design and development
services in the industry. The independent authority assigned a specified research to review each applicant based
upon an internally developed set of criteria. A new set of rankings is released each month that is updated based
on the new research completed. Even more information is available on the site beyond the independent rankings
including a full directory listing, news and information, and much more.
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Contact Information
Pam Carlberg
bestwebdesignagencies.com
http://www.bestwebdesignagencies.com
800-686-1065

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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